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Madfinger games brings a Halloween B-day party update of Dead Trigger 2
Published on 10/29/14
The MADFINGER Games' Halloween Birthday Party Update brings a huge zombie Halloween
surprise. Loads and loads of game enhancements, an epic storyline, arena tournaments with
real prizes & much more exciting content. In its first year of existence, this is the path
Dead Trigger 2 has taken to reach the mobile devices of satisfied gamers from all around
the world. There are improved options for sharing videos of your super game performance as
well as the possibilities for becoming recognized LPs.
Brno, Czech Republic - MADFINGER Games continues to maintain its legendary status with
consistent critical acclaim and the high ranking of its games in app communities. The
Halloween Birthday Party UPDATE brings a huge zombie Halloween surprise. Aside from a big
selection of new decorations, hideouts are also adorned with some highly useful gifts for
all gamers for immediate utilization in the currently running Ithaca Tour tournament.
The great new thing about the new update is the massive amount of hideout decorations,
like a zombie aquarium, guitar, carpet, sofa, pool table, beverage vending machine, beach
chair, zombie basketball hoop, gym set, a zombie in a cage, mounted zombie head trophies,
drums and even a bathtub with a rubber duckie...
MADFINGER Games have listened to the requests of its gamers and have brought back Slot
Machine fun. The next big thing is an exclusive package for true connoisseurs of classic
fire arms. We give you the Wild West Pack:
* Coach Shotgun - the double barreled hammer for point-blank fire. With a hole in the
chest no walker will walk again
* Dual Peacemaker - an old classic of the Wild West, unload or die. Face the walkers with
a Stetson on your head and these Peacemakers in your hands
* Winchester 94 - this Wild West period repeating beauty kills with style anywhere in the
Wasteland
The Builder Rush Booster is a new and essential LuckyBox for every arena hero. This
accelerates the building of barricades and the preparation of traps. Moreover, sharing of
video from the Tournaments is now much easier. There are improved options for sharing
videos of your super game performance as well as the possibilities for becoming recognized
LPs. All you need to do is click on the "Share video on Everyplay" button after completing
a mission, warfare or tournament.
Dead Trigger 2:
http://www.madfingergames.com/deadtrigger2/
YouTube Video (Trailer):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6As_RWIEI60
Screenshots:
http://www.madfingergames.com/deadtrigger2/update-080-screenshots.html

MADFINGER Games brings together a team of veteran console game developers with a shared
goal of creating console-quality games for iOS and Android mobile devices. This includes a
key emphasis on next-gen graphics and offering mobile gamers a visually stunning gaming
experience. Their third person shooter, Shadowgun received outstanding reviews and high
ratings, reaching the position of Number One Game in 25 countries and has been included in
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"App Store Rewind 2011" and the Apple "Hall of Fame". The most recent title from the games
studio, the first person arcade shooter Dead Trigger, has recently reached 23M downloads.
It has been selected for inclusion in the App Store Best of 2012, featured in the Apple
"Hall Of Fame" and has won Best Technical Achievement and Community Choice at the Unite
2012: Unity Awards. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 MADFINGER Games. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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